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Service manuals, schematics, eproms for electrical technicians
This site helps you to save the Earth from electronic waste!
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If you get stuck in repairing a defective appliance download this repair information for help. See below.
Good luck to the repair!

Please do not offer the downloaded file for sell only use it for personal usage!

Looking for similar sony manual?
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	Also known: SONY HDC-2000 MM HDC2000 HDC 2000 1ST

	If you have any question about repairing write your question to the Message board. For this no need registration.
	If the site has helped you and you also want to help others, please Upload a manual, circuit diagram or eeprom that is not yet available on the site.
Have a nice Day!
	See related repair forum topics below. May be help you to repair.



Warning!
If you are not familiar with electronics, do not attempt to repair!
You could suffer a fatal electrical shock! Instead, contact your nearest service center!



Note! To open downloaded files you need acrobat reader or similar pdf reader program. In addition,  
some files are archived,
so you need WinZip or WinRar to open that files. Also some files are djvu so you need djvu viewer to open them.

These free programs can be found on this page: needed progs

If you use opera you have to disable opera turbo function to download file!

If you cannot download this file, try it with CHROME or FIREFOX browser.
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Relevant CAMCORDER forum topics:

Partial Sony SELP1650 Lens Service Manual

I'm new to these forums and don't speak Hungarian.



I found a partial service manual for Sony SELP1650 lens (the exploded diagram, and instructions for removing the focusing barrel).



Please could this be added to your service manuals download section.



Thanks for providing forum, and resources.

Anyone has a Sony CPC-12 (J-6082-436-A) service jig?

Hi friends,



I would like to make adjustments to my Sony DSC-F717.



According to service manual, the service remote is attached via CPC jig, where a 2,5mm LANC port is mounted. I'd like to DIY a improvised jig.

Exact detail of the jig is not provided, but clearly it is a 22-pin FPC splited into many measure points and a LANC port. Also learned from the manual that LANC signal to/from CPC is splited into 2 lanes, IN and OUT, while 2,5mm LANC port only has 1 (bidirectional) data bus. I wonder if these 2 signals are mixed by additional circuits on the jig.



If someone can post a back (trace-side) photo of CPC12, the mystery will be solved and it will be much appreciated, thanks in advance!

SONY DCR-DVD106E kamera FP-573 kijelző flat cable-t keresek 

Sziasztok!

A fenti kamerához keresek 1-871-287-12 másik szám FP-573 flat cable-t. Ez a kijelzőhöz megy és szakadt. Érdekel bontott, új, vagy beszerzési forrás!

A segítséget előre is köszönöm!

Leiszt Jani



SONY-TRV255E

A sony-trv255e kamerám a kijelzőn szüke csíkok vannak.
A könyve azt írja koszos a fej.Régebben volt szervízbe,ott is azt 
írták fejtisztítás. Majd fél év múlva ue. hiba.Félreraktam, vagy 
két hónap múlva semmi baja. Öt kazetta után megint rossz.Kiváncsi
lennék volt e ilyen valakinek,mert csodálkozom a koszos fej magától nem szokott megtisztulni.Azon gondolkozom nem e a mechanika szívat.
Érdekelne a véleményetek,érdemes e szétszedni.
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If you want to join us and get repairing help please sign in or sign up by completing a simple electrical test
or write your question to the Message board without registration.
You can write in English language into the forum (not only in Hungarian)!
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